SENATOR™

Senator proves that classic design and meticulous construction can also encompass fiscal responsibility. Technology powers the modern office and Senator accommodates it gracefully. Supporting electronic equipment focuses on ease-of-use and cable management. Traditional styling and conservative value meet in this intelligent choice for today’s office.

PULLS

Antique Brass

DOORS

Wood
Bevel Glass
Grille

MOLDING

Classic
Unadorned

DETAILS

Optional Brass
Grommet
Coordinating Tables

TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS

These are examples of the different configurations from the Statement of Line. For more details, please refer to the Casegoods Price List.

FEATURES & OPTIONS

- Desktops available in cherry veneer or laminate
- Flush or breakfront modesty available on desks
- Centra™ locking secures all drawers with a single lock
- Available in built-up and modular components
- A collection of conference and occasional tables, reception stations, wardrobes, and lectern complement the offering